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OUTLIERS AND ACCOUNTABILITY': FACT OR FICTION?

Recently, the use of outliers to identify exceptionally achieving

schools has been proposed or noted in several acoountability systems (e.g.,

Klitgaard, 19731 Maryland State Department of Education. 1975). Essen.

tially, an outlier is a data element extremely distant from the central

tendency of its distribution. "Extremely distant" is typically defined

in muoh the same way as "statistical significance"; often the same per-

centiles are used as cutoff points. Detection of outliers in industrial

quality control is commonplace 2wickl, 1975); detection of outlying

schools in educational accountability is emerging (Cooperative Account-

ability Project, 1975).

In the Maryland Accountability Program (MAP), outliers are located

in the (61173wing manner. School mean achievement scores are regressed

upon a set of predictors (e.g., school-mean ability scores, median family

income). Residuals axe calculated for each school. Any school whose

absolute residual is larger than a given value is identified as an outlier.

Approximately +1.96 standard deviations from the mean of the resid-

ual distribution (zero) are used as the cutoff points, yielding the

*and 97* percentile points assuming normality, respeotively.

Supposedly, a school in the upper tail of the residual distribution

(termed "positive outliers") is exhibiting:average achievement signifi-

cantly greater than expeoted (or predicted), based upon its average

ability, sooioeconomic levels or other variables. Inversely, a school

labeled as a "negative outlier" has significantly lower average achievement

than expected.



The regression process works much as a blocking prooedure, wherein

schools axe grouped by abilities (or socioeconomic levels). Extreme

schools, if any exist within a block, are then identified as outliers.

Once schools are denoted. as outliers, the next step in the Narylalw3.

Accountability Plan is a process analysis of observable educational var-

iables for attribution of the test' results. Though there are several

statistical problems with the use of regression analysis (e.g., correlated

predictors (Luecke and McGinn, 1975), reliability of the data (Stanley,

1971)), the present paper is concerned only with a logical analysis of

regression and outliers in accountability.

It is the author's contention that the use of regression to identify

outliers may constitute a tautology, not related at all to process var-

iables of educational significancetor to improving instruction.

(Please note that this paper is not a proven theorem; it consists of

thoughts and concerns which hopefully will provoke refleotion and con-

sideration about accountability assessment).

Let us examine an example of test score data from an MU Title I

class. Referring to Table 1, we have, for twenty-five pupils, their

reading soore (the predictor), math score (the criterion), predicted

math score (the point on the regression line (14i) and the residual

(the algebraic difference between Y and Y. Some common facts about

regression lines axe apparent from the table: the mean of the regression

residuals is zero, since Y = B(YIX); the mean of the predicted math scores

is equal to the mean of the actual math scores; the standard deviation

of the predicted math scores is smaller than the standard deviation

of the actual math scores, since some of the error varianoe has been

reduced by predicting; the standard deviation of the residuals is the

well -known standard error of estimate.
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According to the ?lowland Accountability Program, any data element

(in this case, pupils), whose absolute residual is larger than 1.96

standard errors of estimate is an outlier. Pupil 23 is the outlier

in this example.

Figure 1 graphs the (X,Y) data points and the regression line

E(YIX). Figure 2 shows a histogram of the residuals. Even for

only 25 cases, the histogram is remarkably mound-shaped.

Now, where does the claim of a tautology surface? If our cutoff

points encompass five percent of the residual distribution, we would

expect to identify five percent of the data elements as outliers.

Xn the above example, we would expect one outlier; we obtained one

outlier (pupil 23).

The Baltimore County Scho..4..87atem,laa_108._elementary schools. Xn

the 1974 accountability assessment, 6 were outliers in reading (we

would expeot 5.4); in 3975p 5 schools were outliers (two schools were

outliers both years).

Notice also, in the example, that 11.0 standard errors of estimate

from zero enclose approximately two - thirds of the residuals, a result

entirely predicted. from normal curve theory-.

Thus it seems plausible, that identifying outlying residuals from

the data upon which the residuals are calculated may be no more than a

classical Type I error. Is it the case that locating a school in the

tails of the residual distribution is neither necessary nor sufficient

for observing 'educationaLly significant processes? (See also Duncan,

1974)

Another difficulty in explaining the use of outliers in account-

ability is that a positive outlier school may have lover average achieve.

meet than a negative outlier school. .Suppose. encounter..a..school..whose
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average ability is 110, and average achievement in the fifth grade is

5.3. Another school has an average ability of 95 and average achievement

of 4.54 The first school has significantly low achievement for its

ability, the second school has significantly high achievement for its

ability. However, would observations of the processes in the second

school be expected to help the first school? How do we account for

error in the tested ability? How do we transfer processes between two

schools so unlike?

Certainly, if we had two schools oftegelability, one of which

was a positive outlier and the other a negative outlier, we might expect

to profit by a process evaluation. But the present regression method

does not necessarily identify such pairs.

_ _
It would seem that the process evaluation is necessary to validate__

the statistical identification procedures, rather than to explain the

results.

Although the Maryland Accountability Program process evaluation has

not yet occurred, the present author has conduoted three such similar

evaluations on a much smeller scale in the Baltimore County sohoo7e.

In each case, the process evaluation failed to confirm the construct

validity of the statistical identification. Of course, it seems

imperative that the process evaluators not imow whioh schools are categorimea

as positive or negative outliers, or the results are obvious (this

"blind" evaluation appears close to Soriveals goal -free evaluation).

In the first study, instructional supervisors observed schools

sons of which had recorded outlying gauss in achievement (positive and

negative), some of which had not. The data were colleoted using narra-

tives and interviews. No differences among the positive and negative

6
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outliers were observed. The second study involved Title I schools

which were outliers. Project staff observed in these schools but were

unable to discern which schools were the outliers. The third study

also involved Title I schools, but the observers were not on the

county staff and some used formal observational scales. Once again,

the search for processes was not fraitAtl.

Ill addition, a glance at seven background variables for the three

positive and three negative outliers identified in tbs 1974 Maryland

accountability testing reveals no differences in their average enroll-

ments, average abilities, pupil /staff, average years staff experience,

percent of staff with advanced degrees, percent disadvantaged, and

median family income (1970 dollars). If there are other educational

variables which explain wry three schools' achievements are signifi

oant3y higher than their abilities predict and three are lower,

they are not encumbered with the school resource or input variables

usually encountered.

Of course, lack of power in the process evaluation to detect the

causes of the atatiatioal differences is a plausible explanation,

but so is a Type I error. That is, the outliers are part of the

error variance of the regression analysis and not of any educational

significance.

Several future courses may be worthwhile to pursue. The present

author welcomes comments, criticisms and suggestions.

(1) Consider schools for process evaluation only if they are
outliers at least two years in a row. (e.g., Ilitgeard,
1973)

(2) Consider schools for process evaluation only if they are
outliers on most of the aubteata of the test being used.
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Use a random sample of schools not statistical outliers
in the process evaluation as well as those schools so
identified as outliers.

Try to develop a theoretical equation against which to
test for outliers (possibly a given year's regression
equation--sort of a naming process), rather than using
the data to generate their ova outliers.

Keep the process evaluation a "blind" experiment relative
to the statistical results.

Don't count the number of outliers oompared to an
expected number, sinless the distribution of residuals

can be assumed normal (or itia parameters known)

Consider theuse of blocks or groupii of schools alike

in ability (or whatever covariate is used) rather than
regression as a tool to locate unusually achieving
schools. Blocking is far easier to explain to a school
PTA than is regression analysis.

The present paper has discussed a concern about using regression

analysis to identify outlying schools in pursuing accountability

assessment.

Mem
1-7-76
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